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This White Paper represents our vision related to the Eneftor Ecosystem project and it is 
for informational purposes only. We are publishing this White Paper solely to receive 
feedback and comments on our project plans from the public. 



Please note that the information contained in this White Paper is not intended to be any 
form of investment advice or recommendation by us, and it should not be regarded as an 
offer, solicitation, invitation, or recommendation to buy or sell any tokens. 



This White Paper may not be complete and does not constitute a legally enforceable 
commitment, so the Issuer, as defined herein, and the members of Eneftor Team are not 
responsible for any loss or damage caused directly or indirectly by its content 
misunderstanding by any reader. Any reader, irrespective if it is a natural person or 
representative of legal entities, who comes into possession of this White Paper must inform 
themselves about and observe any relevant legal or regulatory restrictions they may be 
subject to and seek all necessary professional advice in order to understand the 
Minformation herein and the related risks. 



Please note that it is in the reader’s duty to assure that this White Paper, or any part of it, 
is not distributed to locations where its distribution or dissemination is prohibited or 
restricted. 



The content of this White Paper will be kept up to date, we reserve the right to make any 
changes as we deem necessary, based on market factors and our advisors 
recommendations. 




For additional information on this White Paper, please contact us at office@eneftor.com
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 Introduction

Eneftor Ecosystem is a blockchain based project which aims to be the centralizer every 
enthusiast needs for minting collections, creating, buying and selling NFTs on the Elrond 
blockchain. Moreover, Eneftor Ecosystem includes the Eneftor Platform which comes with 
tools for generative collections and a NFT Artificial Intelligence generator.



Please note that the information contained in this White Paper is not intended to be any 
Because Eneftor is about humans, from humans and to humans, we want to dedicate a 
section of our Eneftor Platform to raise funds for charity causes via our NFT superheroes 
community, by creating and sustaining special collections and auctions.



Eneftor Platform is a universal platform and we thought about the community managers, 
so we came up with a solution in this area, too. The NFT community managers will have the 
ability to reach their people easily and fast, organize giveaways for the most active 
members and create special community events or fancy airdrops. Many communities may 
create special NFTs collections for events and could handle the access verification 
process via Eneftor Platform tools.
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Solve everything 
with Eneftor.
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2. Why Elrond?

Elrond blockchain is secure, developer-friendly, fast and reliable.



The Elrond network is expanding very fast, has more than 200 partner programs and the 
Maiar Exchange counts more than $2 billion total value locked in liquidity.



Also, Elrond has a great community where you can find all the support a new

project needs and recently became the First Carbon Negative European

Blockchain.



All the above, combined with the secure proof of stake system and the

scalability advantages made the Elrond blockchain our top choice.
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3. Why Eneftor?

Our key advantages are:
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We are a complete 
ecosystem

Get allocation & invest 
in our launchpad 
projects

IPFS uploading directly 
from the Platform

No extra fee for 
collection creation Royalties are sent 

directly to the creator

NFT collection creation 
tools

Community 
management tools

Improving User 
Experience
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4. Our vision and Solution
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The crypto area begins to gain more and more adoption and will soon be

integrated into people's daily life. We strongly believe that the NFT area will

grow and evolve.



The NFTs take advantage of the blockchain key aspects of security and

integrity by storing permanently a digital proof of authenticity, origin and

ownership. Due to the blockchain technology and its advantages, more and

more assets will enter the NFT Zone because digitalization will provide a

greater expansion and liquidity while becoming impossible to alter or delete.



We believe that keeping it simple and intuitive is always the best solution, so

the Eneftor Ecosystem will bring together some of the most usual activities

from the NFT zone. In our vision, as an Eneftor user, you can do everything you

would need for interacting with NFTs in a single place, without the need of a

development team:

 Create collections and NFTs using our creator tool
 Launch and manage your mintable collectio
 Sell and buy directly or via auction
 Contribute to the charity events from the crowdfunding sectio
 Reach and manage your community with eas
 Enter the golden zone of airdrop
 Invest in launchpad’s project or list your own NFT based project
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4.1 Marketplace
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One of the core components of the Eneftor Ecosystem is the Eneftor Marketplace. Here 
we want to build a simple and effective NFT trading platform. We analyzed and optimized 
all the processes and every action in our Eneftor Marketplace will be self-explanatory and 
will require minimum effort from our members.

In our Eneftor Marketplace dashboard you can find all the NFTs living on the Elrond 
blockchain and visualize details about them. Also, with the help of the “For sale” filter you 
can find just the NFTs that you can buy on our Eneftor Marketplace. 



In case you are a NFTs buyer, please note that We are not entering into the possession of 
your crypto funds used by you to buy the NFTs , such crypto funds will enter only into the 
possession of the NFTs seller. We are not providing any crypto wallet services , nor 
custodian services for any crypto-assets.



 In case you are a NFTs seller, please note that We are not entering into the possession of 
your crypto funds received from the buyers. We cannot control the crypto funds or the 
crypto-assets related to your NFTs sale transactions.



 As we want our Eneftor Marketplace to be a selling as well as an informative tool, on 
Eneftor Platform you can search any collection of NFTs and also research information 
about it.



 If there are royalties related to the NFTs, please note that we are not entering into the 
possession of the royalties. 



The sellers of the NFTs have the obligation to ensure that their applicable legal provisions 
allow them the issuance and sale of their NFTs.



 The buyers of the NFTs have the obligation to ensure that their applicable legal provisions 
allow them the acquisition of the NFTs.

1 Eneftor Marketplace dashboard
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4.2 Creator tools
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In the Eneftor Platform we will include a creator dashboard which will empower our users to 
create a collection and its NFTs without coding knowledge.



It provides the artists the ability to publish their creations on blockchain without the need 
of a development team, so they can focus entirely on creating and promoting their art.



In our creator dashboard, we want to help our users monitor their activity on the 
marketplace by providing different sections where a member can visualize the NFTs 
created, owned or listed. Our users will also be able to track their NFT evolution via 
analytics tools.



Please note that the creation, acquisition, sale or transfers of the NFTs may be subject to 
fees/commissions, established from time to time on our sole discretion.

2 Creator Dashboard
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4.2 Creator tools
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Because our vision for the Eneftor project is to be an all-in-one solution that brings artists 
and enthusiasts together while assisting talented members of the community in producing 
high-quality projects, we want to make it as simple as possible for artists to create their 
collections using a user-friendly interface that requires no technical knowledge.



Creating a single NFT may not be a difficult task for an individual and talented artist, but 
creating a collection of thousands of unique NFTs can be a really hard and repetitive job 
without the help of automation, so we want to help everyone focus on the core parts of 
their projects, leaving the technical part on our side.



To achieve this, we plan to build a tool, part of the Eneftor Platform, where the creators 
can generate their collection, along with attributes and rarities just by uploading their 
layers. We will automatically handle every part of the process, from storing them on IPFS, 
to publishing them on the Elrond network and listing them on our Eneftor marketplace.

1 Generative NFT creation tool

As we believe that NFTs have the potential for worldwide adoption in the future, we want 
to assist people to generate all types of media NFTs with the help of our Artificial 
Intelligence generator.



We genuinely think that Artificial Intelligence will play an increasingly important role for 
digital art in the near future, so we intend to support our creators in developing new 
characteristics for their digital media leveraging Deep Learning and Computer Vision.



With this type of tool we plan to provide our users the ability to input a style in free text 
and apply it to their NFTs, transfer styles between images or describe an image in free 
text to generate it with the help of Deep Neural Networks. In our vision, this tool will be 
used firstly as a source of inspiration and in the future it can create impressive NFTs that 
can help sustain innovative real world projects.

2 NFT Artificial Intelligence Generator
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4.2 Creator tools
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3 Community management tools

We believe that more and more NFT collections aim to build more than just art and good 
projects, they are also about the power of a community that works together for the same 
purpose. These communities can have a huge impact in making the world a better place by 
collaborating and leveraging the Web3 capabilities.



As part of the Eneftor Platform, we intend to assist administrators in growing their 
communities by having better management.



To do this, we will deliver a suite of tools that will enable them to track the most active 
users, view metrics of community development and recognize community members through 
social media integration by organizing giveaways or fancy airdrops.
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4.3 Launchpad
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1 Investor Launchpad

Our vision is to create the Eneftor Launchpad, as part of the Eneftor Ecosystem, which will 
bring together investors and NFT based projects. We intend to build a place to centralize 
relevant NFT based projects, helping them succeed by providing our investor members the 
opportunity to sustain and be part of future projects from the very beginning.



We seek to offer both certainty and a safe environment for founders and investors since 
we intend that all the listed projects to be subject to detailed and rigorous verifications.



With the Launchpad component of the Eneftor Ecosystem we intend to assist solid 
blockchain projects in launching and growing, therefore contributing to the Web3 
acceptance that every enthusiast desires.



Before anything else, we want to increase the chances of success for the projects that will 
launch on Eneftor Launchpad, so we plan to take extra precautions. These include assisting 
them in raising funds from multiple investors to achieve their objectives, while maintaining a 
constant balance between investors' desire for profit and projects' desire for stability, 
avoiding price manipulation.



With our future Launchpad, we intend to support projects which have a clear development 
strategy and are eager to build on the Elrond blockchain, by providing them the options to 
sell their ESDT utility tokens and their NFT collections.



We are planning to bring in front of our future Launchpad investors any kind of NFT based 
projects with good potential, including but not limited to Metaverse, Gaming or Real Estate.
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4.3 Launchpad
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2 Crowdfunding for good

Because Eneftor is about connecting people, we will devote a section of our Eneftor 
Platform to raising funds for charitable causes.



In this section of our Platform, we intend to assist in solving real-world problems, rather 
than just business projects, by assisting individuals and non-profit organizations in raising 
funds through the use of blockchain and community, without additional fees.
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5. Technical Information
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A smart contract is a bunch of code that defines the rules and expectations between the 
two parties and automatically runs in response to events when the required conditions are 
met. A blockchain smart contract is a digital agreement which can not be altered or lost. 
Some of the smart contracts advantages are:

2

3

1 Trust

The blockchain technologymaintains a 
verifiable list of all the activities executed 
and restricts the information alteration

Accuracy and guaranteed

outcomes

Because it’s a program, the smart contract will do 
the same operations every time, reducing the risk of 

side errors of manual work

Autonomy
Smart contracts operations are


programmed to be automatically

triggered
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5. Technical Information
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To keep the transparency and security at the highest level, every transaction involving our 
tokens in the Eneftor Ecosystem is done through a smart contract deployed on the Elrond 
Blockchain.



Eneftor supports Maiar App, Elrond Web Wallet, Maiar Extension and Ledger as unique 
authentication methods to perform blockchain transactions through our smart contract.



The NFT media and metadata created through Eneftor creator tools are stored in IPFS 
(InterPlanetary File System - a distributed file system built on a decentralized system with 
the goal of making the web completely distributed, based on a peer to peer model and a 
content based access model). In this way we can assure that user assets can be stored in 
multiple nodes and there is no central point of failure.



Every transaction from our Smart Contracts and Platform can be inspected through Elrond 
Explorer.
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6. Tokenomics
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The Eneftor Token symbol is $EFTR . The $EFTR Token is a utility token created to work in 
the Eneftor Unified NFT Ecosystem. The $EFTR Token’s usage will bring a lot of benefits 
and discounts as presented in the following sections.



$EFTR Token will provide rights and benefits in relation to the services provided by the 
Eneftor Marketplace.



$EFTR Token can be sent and spent through the Elrond blockchain.



$EFTR Token is not backed by fiat or other physical assets which could be categorized as 
securities. Please note that there are no guaranteed financial returns arising from holding 
$EFTR Token.



By acquiring the $EFTR Token, no shares are granted in the Issuer’s share capital and 
implicitly neither voting rights in Issuer nor other rights regarding the acquisition of Issuer’s 
shares (including option rights). No dividends are granted related to the eventual profits of 
the Issuer to the $EFTR Token holders.



$EFTR Token holders will not have any kind of representation, property, rights, equity nor 
any kind of values in the Issuer or any related companies.



$EFTR Token has the following utilities:

Buying services from the

Eneftor Platform;

Rewards- which are in fact an incentive offered to $EFTR Token users to assure 
their loyalty and the future development of the Eneftor Platform. The rewards will 

be as presented in the section 5.2. below.

Rewards from staking, as

presented beloı

ıı

ııı
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6. Tokenomics
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The $EFTR Token is only burnable and in this way we will make sure we can maintain a 
deflational scheme, to help the Token price increase over time. Moreover, our Token 
properties are not upgradable, so they can not be modified by anyone.



The maximum supply is 400 000 000 $EFTR and there can never be minted more tokens 
so its price can increase according to the growth of the Eneftor project.

6.1 Tokenomics

1.5% 

Seed Sale

12% 

Marketing

15% 

Development

3.5% 

Presale

4% 

Cex lıstıng

20% 

rewards

4% partners & advısors 5% Pre sale

4% 

reserves

10% 

Team21%


Exchanges 
Liqudity
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6.2 Token Utility
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The $EFTR token is a central part of our Eneftor Ecosystem 
and some of its utilities are:

To encourage the adoption of the $EFTR token and to promote the $EFTR token, for all the NFTs 
transactions done by the users by utilizing our $EFTR token there will be 0 (zero) fees on our Enefotor 
marketplace for an indefinite period of time. This zero fee represents an incentive for the $EFTR users. 



The transactions between users by utilizing EGLD will be cost free on the Eneftor marketplace until the 
$EFTR listing on Maiar Exchange, after the listing a fee of 1% will be perceived on the Eneftor marketplace 
on every NFT transaction made by the users using EGLD.

Zero fee incentive on Eneftor marketplace related to NFTs transactions

$EFTR will have a complex staking system that will allow our members to increase their portfolio and their 
profit via rewards. The term ‘’reward’’ used herein designates basically the incentives to be granted to 
$EFTR holders/users. 



The rewards will be algorithmically distributed in order to help our early supporters earn a higher APY and 
will decrease progressively over years proportional to the growing number of people that are staking the 
$EFTR token.

Staking

There will be special airdrops for our community and every $EFTR holder will be automatically a participant. 
The gifts and rewards will be distributed via a pseudo-random algorithm, taking into consideration the 
amount of $EFTR token every participant has

Access to airdrops
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6.2 Token Utility
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Our goal is to create several NFT collections for our community and distribute them to our members, so 
only $EFTR token holders will have access to these exclusive collections and will be able to attend our 
private events.

Access to exclusive collections

Eneftor will give the NFT community the ability to generate NFTs via an Artificial Intelligence tool. There will 
be a considerable discount on Eneftor marketplace if the users will utilize $EFTR token for paying such 
services. Such discounts represent an incentive for the promotion and adoption of $EFTR token.

Discount on NFT Artificial Intelligence Generation tool

Our Launchpad will bring the NFT based projects closer to our community, presenting and helping them to 
have a proper start. The allocation for each participant will depend mainly on the amount of $EFTR they 
hold because we want to give our members an advantage.

Get allocation and Invest in NFT based projects listed on our Launchpad

The inner communities of each project on Eneftor will have the opportunity to communicate and interact 
easily through our Community Management Tools which will be provided with a considerable discount to 
the community managers.

Manage your community
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6.2 Token Utility
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There will be some advantages and benefits for a $EFTR holder. Our goal is to encourage the adoption of 
the token, so the first $EFTR holders will be eligible to early adopter mysterious offers. We will decide, at 
our sole discretion, on the mysterious offers content and allocation.

Get early adopter offers

Eneftor will help with the mass collection creations and the $EFTR holders will benefit from a discount on 
fees every time they create a Generative Collection on our Marketplace.

Discount on generative collection creation
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7. Team
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Narcis Chitescu
Senior Software Engineer

Co-Founder

Horia Flueras
Business Advisor

Andreea Musat
Software Engineer

Erik Henning
Senior Software Engineer

Co-Founder

strength comes 
from unity.
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8. Roadmap
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Planning and architecture of the NFT marketplace 
and creator dashboard

Planning and architecture of NFT community 
management tool

MVP development - NFT marketplace and creator 
dashboard

Q4 2021

Presale Phase 1

Release mintable NFT collections feature Presale Ph

NFT based projects crowdfunding charity platform

Listing token on Maiar Exchange

Q2 2022

NFT collection community management tool beta launch

CEX Listing

Launch generative NFT creation tools

Q1 2023

Release NFT AI generator

Q2 2023

Staking system launch

NFT based projects launchpad

Q3-4 2022

Website launch

Elrond Blockchain integration

NFT Marketplace and creator dashboard V1.0 launch

Seed sale

Q1 2022

Further development will be decided later
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$EFTR Token is not an investment in any way and is not a security. The possession of the 
$EFTR Token does not grant any title, right, or interest in any company and does not grant 
the owner a share of any profits outside of the capital gains (or losses) they might realize 
in trading on the crypto exchanges (e.g. Maiar exchange or any other centralized 
exchange-CEX).



$EFTR Tokens are neither structured nor sold as securities or any financial

instruments. The $EFTR Token grants no property or administrative rights in

the Issuer, or any voting rights in resolutions of the Issuer, participation rights

at shareholder decisions of the Issuer or others shareholder rights.



Nothing in this White Paper does not constitute any form of investment advice, legal or 
financial advice or any such similar recommendation made by us.



This White Paper does not represent a prospectus or any other public offer document 
regarding financial instruments, investments or other financial products/services, or 
regulated products/services.



The Issuer or any of the members of the team cannot be held liable for any

damages that a person that acts or implements in its own activity the

information from this White Paper may suffer.



The Issuer or any of the members of the Team cannot be held liable for any damages that 
may result from the forward-looking statements contained in this White Paper.



Forward-looking statements, by their nature, are subject to factors beyond our

control and foresight. These factors could cause actual results or results that

differ materially from those expressed in forward-looking statements.



The Issuer or any of the members of the Team cannot be held liable for any damages that 
may result from the renunciation/ modification/delay of certain parts or elements of the 
Eneftor project by us.



The Eneftor project may be modified by us by modifying/renouncing/delaying certain 
parts or elements of the Eneftor project, on our sole discretion, due to external factors, 
such as market evolution or due to operational opportunity reasons or decisions.
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We will not be responsible or liable to you for any loss and we take no responsibility for, 
and will not be liable to you for, any use of NFTs, including but not limited to any losses, 
damages, or claims arising from: 

(i) user error, incorrectly constructed transactions, or mistyped addresses; 

(ii) server failure or data loss; 

(iii) unauthorized access or use; 

(iv) any unauthorized third-party activities, including without limitation the use of viruses, 
phishing, brute-forcing or other means of attack against the service or NFTs.



Please note that NFTs exist only by virtue of the ownership record maintained in the Elrond 
blockchain. Any transfers or sales occur on the Elrond blockchain. We cannot affect or 
otherwise control the transfer of title or right in any NFTs.



We are not responsible or liable for any sustained losses or injury due to vulnerability or any 
kind of failure, abnormal behavior of software (e.g., wallet, smart contract), blockchains or 
any other features of the NFTs.



The information in this document is subject to change or update without notice and should 
not be construed as a commitment by the Issuer.


